IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF OPERATOR
ALGEBRAS
I. E. SEGAL

1. Introduction. In this paper we investigate the representation on
(not necessarily separable) Hubert spaces of a suitably closed algebra
of operators on a Hubert space, with regard to the existence of irreducible representations and the connection between representations
and states of the algebra (we use the term "state" to mean a complexvalued linear function on the algebra which is real and non-negative
on positive semi-definite operators, and which satisfies a certain normalizing condition—more commonly, this is called an expectation
value in a state). Our results are, first, that there is a mutual correspondence between "normal" representations (those for which there
is an element of the Hubert space whose transforms under the representation operators span the space) and states of the algebra, in which
irreducible representations correspond to pure states (a state is pure
if it is not a linear combination with positive coefficients of two other
states), and second, that there exists a complete set of irreducible
representations for a given algebra (or alternatively, a complete set of
pure states).
The operator algebras which we consider are assumed to be: (1)
closed in the uniform topology (in which the distance between two
operators is defined as the bound of their difference), (2) self-adjoint
(that is, if an operator is in the algebra then so is its adjoint) ; we call
such an algebra a C*-algebra. By a representation of a C*-algebra aA
we mean a function <p on *A to the collection of bounded operators
on a Hubert space which is an algebraic homomorphism, continuous,
and such t h a t for UQoA, 4>(U*) = (<£(U))*, the asterisks denoting adjoints. The representation is called irreducible if the Hubert space on
which zA is represented contains no nontrivial closed invariant subspace. A collection of representations of aA is called complete if the
only element of oA which is mapped into zero by every representation
is zero.
Our results make possible a broader and more rigorous treatment
of certain parts of quantum mechanics, particularly of the principle
that the spectral values of an observable are determined by the behavior of the observable in the irreducible representations of the operator algebra describing the physical system in question. The original
mathematical model for the observables in quantum theory was the
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class of all self-adjoint elements of the algebra Q of all bounded operators on a Hubert space (frequently unbounded operators were included, but these could be treated in terms of bounded operators, and
did not affect the states or representations of the system of observables). For a variety of reasons, however, it seems desirable to consider
the collection of self-ad joint elements in less restricted algebras of
operators as a possible model for the observables, the most notable
reason being: (a) the lack of a compelling physical reason why every
self-ad joint operator should correspond to an observable, (b) the serious mathematical difficulties in quantum electrodynamics, (c) in a
postulational treatment of quantum mechanics which we hope to
present elsewhere, the collection of self-ad joint elements of a C*-algebra satisfies our axioms for the system of observables. The concept of
pure state was introduced by von Neumann and Weyl (independently) in a quite general fashion and in the case of the algebra Q just
mentioned it was shown t h a t an element of the Hubert space of norm
unity (a wave function) gave rise to a pure state. In more general systems the question of the existence of pure states was left open, but
we should mention t h a t our proof of this existence is based on a theorem of Krein, Milman, and Shmulyan [4] 1 which was proved fairly
recently.
Our interest in operator algebras grew out of our investigations of
group algebras of locally compact groups, a group algebra being isomorphic with a certain self-adjoint operator algebra. Applying our
theorem in the case of the latter algebra, we obtain as a corollary a
recent result of Gelfand and Rykov, to the effect that an arbitrary
locally compact group has a complete set of strongly continuous irreducible unitary representations (which we show can be assumed to
be derived from representations of the C*-algebra which is the uniform closure of t h a t algebra). Our procedure here is somewhat similar
to t h a t much used in the theory of finite groups and also in [ó], in
which it is first shown t h a t an algebra built on the group is, in some
sense, semi-simple, and therefore has a complete set of irreducible
representations, from which the existence of the desired group representations may be concluded.
Our proofs make use of devices previously employed by Gelfand
and Neumark [2], Gelfand and Rykov [3], and by ourselves [ó].
Like Gelfand and Rykov we utilize the theorem of Krein, Milman,
and Shmulyan mentioned above ; unlike them we make no use of positive definite functions, in deriving the group-theoretical corollary
mentioned in the preceding paragraph.
1

Numbers in brackets refer to the references cited at the end of the paper.
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We are indebted to W. Ambrose for suggestions which resulted in
a significant extensions of our theory and in important simplifications
in the proofs.
2. Definitions. Let zA be a C*-algebra, by which we mean a uniformly closed, self-adjoint algebra of bounded operators on a Hubert
space. In other words, if Un (n = 1, 2, • • * ), V, and W a r e elements of
*A% and if limw || Un- U\\ = 0 , where || T\\ = L . U . B . ( a ; , ^ i ) ( r x , Tx) 1 ' 2 , and
(x, y) is the Hubert space inner product, then the following operators
are all in <zA: U, VW, V+Wt V*, and aV, for an arbitrary complex
number a. We use the term Hubert space for a space over the complex
field which satisfies the usual axioms, except that the axiom of separability is not necessarily satisfied. The complex conjugate of an expression is denoted by enclosing it in parentheses and using the right
superscript c.
D E F I N I T I O N 1. A state of dA is a complex-valued linear function œ
on oA such t h a t w(C7*) is the complex conjugate of o>(C7), «([/) ^ 0 ,
if U is positive semi-definite and such that L.TJ-B.^d^ico (UU*) = 1 .
A pure state is one which is not a linear combination with positive
coefficients of two other states.
For example, if x is an element of the Hubert space of norm unity,
setting co(t/) = {Uxy x) defines a state. In the special case that zA = C,
this state is pure, but in general the state is not pure. We observe
that if zA contains the identity operator 7, then the condition
L.U.B.[|£/[|^iCo(Z7£/*) = 1 is equivalent to the simpler condition co(I)
= 1, because if || V\\ ^ 1 , then ƒ — UU* is positive semi-definite.
D E F I N I T I O N 2. A representation of aA on a Hubert space 3C is a
mapping <j> on aA to the collection of bounded linear operators on 3C
such that for general U and V in <iA and an arbitrary complex number a: <I>(U+ V) =4>(U)+4>(V), <t>(UV) =<t>(U)4>(V),<l>(ü*) = (*(£/))*.
<l>(aU) =a<KZ7). A representation is called normal if there exists an
element x in 3C such t h a t the span of2 [<j>(U)x\ UÇ-<A] is 3C; if x is
of norm unity, the function co defined by co( U) = (<£( £ƒ) #, x) is ca lied a
normalizing function. A representation is called irreducible if the* e exists no proper closed invariant subspace of 3C other than the nullspace. Two representations are called equivalent if there is a u n i t a r y
transformation on one Hubert space to the other which maps one
representation into the other.
D E F I N I T I O N 3. A collection of states of <iA is called complete if there
is no element of oA except zero which vanishes in every state of the
2

The notation [f(a) \ a&S] is used to denote the range of values oîf (a) as a varies
over 5.
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collection. A collection of representations of <A is called complete if
no element of <*A except zero is mapped into zero by every representation in the collection.
3. The relation between states and normal representations. In the
present section we show that there is a natural mutual correspondence
between states and normal representations of a C*-algebra aA, in
which pure states and irreducible representations correspond. This is
interesting from the standpoint of quantum theory because it shows
the general connection between two concepts of importance in t h a t
theory which have been independently introduced.
T H E O R E M 1. A normalizing function of a normal representation of a
C*-algebra on a Hilbert space is a state of the algebra. Conversely, a
state of the algebra is the normalizing function of some normal representation, and this representation is uniquely determined by the state, within
equivalence. The state is pure if and only if the corresponding representation is irreducible.

The proofs are somewhat simpler in the case that the C*-algebra
contains the identity operator, but it is essential for applications to
group representations to consider the more general case in which the
identity is not necessarily contained in the algebra. In order to discuss
this more general case we prove a lemma to the effect that an arbitrary C*-algebra contains a kind of approximate identity. This approximate identity plays roughly the same part in our proofs as the
identity would, in case the treatment were limited to algebras containing the identity.
D E F I N I T I O N 4. An approximate identity of a C*-algebra zA is a
Moore-Smith directed system V» of elements of cA such that || FM|| S1
and lim M V l l U=Ufor every UinaA.
LEMMA

1.1.-4 C*-algebra contains an approximate

identity.

Let j u b e a general finite subset of the C*-algebra cA. It is plain
that the /x's form a directed system relative to set inclusion. For
and define F M = W(el+ W)~\
M = [Uu . . . , un], put W=J%mlUiUi*,
where € = w"1. Then V^tAand
(Vfl-I)W(Vfi-I)*
=
e*W(eI+W)-2.
If we write XS Y for SA (self-adjoint) operators X and Y if Y—X
is positive semi-definite, it is clear that e2W(eI+ W)~2SeI/2.
Hence
£

[{V, - I)Ut][{V,

- I)U<]* £ eJ/2,

i=l

and it follows that each term in the sum is less than or equal to el/2.
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This implies t h a t || (F M — I) Ui\\ ^ l / 2 w , a n d therefore lim M F M C/= Z7for
arbitrary £/£e^f, completing the proof of the lemma.
Now we show that a normalizing function of a normal representation cf) of an algebra c / f o n a Hubert space 3C is a state of QA. Except
for the condition
(1)

L.U.B. o>(£/i7*) = 1,
fltfll^i

where o)(U) = ($(£/)2, z), and z is an element of 3C such that
[^(LO^I UÇzaA] spans 3C, it is trivial to verify that the conditions of
Definition 1 are satisfied. We begin the verification of (1) by showing
that the bound of <j> is unity. 3 Let zA' be the algebra generated by c/f
and the identity operator I . I t is readily seen that <JÎ' is uniformly closed and self-ad joint. We extend the representation <j>
to zA' by defining: <j>'(ai-\-U) = a / + 0 ( C / ' ) , where U is an arbitrary element of <zA and / is the identity operator on 3C. Clearly,
0 ' is a representation of aA' on 3C. Now if || £/|| g l , then I— UU*
is positive semi-definite, and therefore has the form VV* for some
VGzA. Since <t>{I- £/£/*) =<MF)W>(F))*, it follows that <t>(UU*)^I,
and ||0([/C7*)||^1. Since \\cj>(UU*)\\ =||<K£/)|| 2 , this proves | | W ) | |
^ 1 . Putting L.U.B. F0 <u||<K C/)||= ^f> it follows easily that
L . U . B . ^ x l l ^ C t l / f / * ] 1 / 4 ) ! ^ ^ 1 / 2 ; and since (UU*y>*e*A
when
UÇizA, it results t h a t M1/2^M.
It is trivial to conclude t h a t
L . U . B F ^ | i 0 ( i 7 ) | | = 1 . Clearly,
L.U.B. o>(£/*Z7) = L.U.B. (<t>{U)z, <j>(U)z) S 1.
To complete the proof, let V^ be an approximate identity of aA. It is
plain that limM(<KFM)s, <t>(U)z) = {zy cf>(U)z) for C/Ge/f. Now | | ( K ^ ) * | |
g l because || FM|| ^ 1 , and [0( t/)^| UÇ£<A] is dense in 3C. It follows
easily that lim M (0(F M )s, x) = (s, x) for arbitrary x in 3C. Substituting
x = z and applying Schwarz' inequality to (4>(Vp)z, s), it follows that
(0, 2) ^ lim sup {<t>{V»)zy <t>{V»)%yi\

which implies L.U.B. M (<£(FJ2, 0 ( F M ) 0 ) ^ 1 , and therefore L.U.B.\\u^i
oi(U*U) ^ 1. Combining the two inequalities completes the proof that
co is a state.
Now we show that a state co of QA is a normalizing function for some
normal representation of zA, using a procedure due in part to Gelfand
and Neumark [2]. Set i ^ for the class of elements U of <A such that
8

We are indebted to G. W. Mackey for the observation that a representation of a
C*-algebra is necessarily continuous.
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o)(VU) = 0 for every VÇziA. It is easy to verify t h a t ^ is a left ideal.
We denote the residue class of an operator modulo K^ by superposing a bar, and define (77, F ) =co(F*£/), for arbitrary elements
of zA, U and V. To see t h a t this is a unique definition, observe that
c o ( ( F + Wx)*{U+
W2))=œ(V*U)+œ(Wl*U)+o)(V*W2)+œ(Wl*W2);
and if Wi and W2 are i n i £ , then œ(W?U) = (co([/*TFi))c = 0, o)(V*W2)
= 0 =a>(W?W%). T h a t is, oi(V*U) is actually a function of 17 and V.
The function (£7, F), with £7 and F ranging over the quotient linear space <*A/K^ of aA modulo i^, has the usual properties of an inner
product. Specifically, it is linear in U, semi-linear in 7 , is taken into
its complex conjugate by interchange of U and V, and is positive
definite ; these facts are quite evident except for the positive definiteness, which we now prove. Since the usual proof of Schwarz' inequality in a Hubert space makes no use of completeness,

I (17, T) |

^(ü,vy*(v,vyi\

Hence, if (Z7, 17) = 0 , <a(V*U) = 0 for all VÇaA, which shows that
U = 0. Now we complete <iA/IÇ, to a Hubert space with respect to the
given inner product. First, <iA/K^ may be regarded as a linear metric
space with the norm
| | t / | | = ( £ / , i7)i/2 ( t h e u s u a i p r o o f o f t h e t r i .
angle inequality for Hubert space makes no use of completeness).
Second, (17, T) is plainly a uniformly continuous function on
(çA/$QX(<:A/fO, and therefore its domain of definition can be extended to be Z X Z, where Z is the completion of QA/^ in such a way
that it remains uniformly continuous. This extension is unique. I t is
easy to verify t h a t Z is a Hubert space relative to this extended inner
product.
For U in QA we set <l>o(U) for the operator defined on QA/K^ by
<l>o(U)y = y(UV);41 this definition is unique, F^being a left ideal. Now
we show t h a t $ 0 ( U) is a bounded operator on aA/S^y and may therefore
be extended in a continuous fashion to Z. Since || C/||2I— U*U^0,
V*(\\U\\2I- U*U)V^0, where £7 and Vare arbitrary elements of c/f.
Hence w(V*U*UV) ^ | | U\\*u(V*V), from which it is plain that
(4>o(U)V, <Êo(£/)F)^J|C/|| 2 (F, V) showing t h a t : (a) \\c/>(U)\\ £\\ U\\,
(b) 0 is a representation of QA on Z, (c) this representation is adjointpreserving, because
(<t>(U)V, W) = u(W*UV) = (F, 4>(U*)W),
W being arbitrary in zA.
T o see t h a t the representation is normal, let { F„} be an approxi4

We introduce a function rj defined by r}(U)=*U.
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mate identity for oAand observe that lim^TF, 7M*) =u(W) for WÇ^A.
It follows easily that V* is weakly convergent, and Hubert space
being complete in the weak neighborhood topology, there exists an
element z in Z such that (W, z) =co(J7), W^A,
For arbitrary J G ^ f ,
(X, 0 ( W » = ( F * X , s) = w(TF*X) - (X, F ) ,
showing that <j>(W)z=W, and that the representation is normal. A
normalizing functional is plainly (<t>(U)z, z) =co(f/), and the proof t h a t
a state of <A is a normalizing function for some normal representation
of <A is complete.
Our next step is to show the essential uniqueness of the representation for which a given state is a normalizing function: Let <t>' be a
normal representation of <A on a Hubert space Z' with normalizing
function o)(U) = (<j>(U)z'j zf), z' being an element of Z' such that
[<£(£/)2;'| UÇLZA] is dense in Z'. We shall show that the preceding <j>
and <()' are equivalent. To do this we must exhibit a unitary transformation on Z to Z' which takes <j> into <j>'. This transformation 0
is defined as follows. For F E Z , 6(U)~4>'(U)z'—this
is a unique
definition because if U = 7 , co(PF*i7) =w(PF*F) for T^Ge^, which implies (<t>'(U)z', 0'(WOO = (<£'(F)s, « Ê ' W O î hence (4>'{U)z', x')
= ( 0 ' ( F ) s ' , a : ' ) f o r x ' e Z ' , and <j>'(U)z'=<f>'(V)z'. Moreover, 0 is isometric, because
( F , F ) = œ(U*U) = (<*>(£/)*', <K W

= (fi(U), e(U)).

On the other hand, the range of 0 (as V varies over <A/]Q is clearly
dense in Z'. It follows t h a t there is a unique isometric extension of
the definition of 0 from the domain <A/K^ to the domain Z, and that
this extension has the range Z', and hence is unitary. Now <j> and <j>'
are equivalent provided 0<H&r)0-1 =<£'(£/), VÇL*A. Since 00(^)0~ 1
and <i>f{U) are bounded operators, it is sufficient to check this equality
on a dense domain, such as [<l>(U)zf\ UÇz<A]- This check proceeds as
follows :

We prove next t h a t the representation corresponding to a pure
state is irreducible, employing here and in the following paragraph a
method similar to t h a t used by Gelfand and Rykov [3]. As the hypothesis of an indirect proof, assume that a> is pure and t h a t the proper
nonzero closed linear subspace S of Z is invariant. If we put S -L for
the orthogonal complement of S , it is plain that if x £ S and y G S -L

(*,*(tOy) = (*(tf*)*.y) = o,
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showing that S JL is invariant. I t follows readily that the projection P on S commutes with <t>(U) for every C/Ecyf. If we define
a(U) = (4>(U)Pz9 Pz) and r(U) = (<j>(U)(ï-P)z, (Ï-P)z),
it is easy
to verify that co = cr+r, and that a and r are scalar multiples of states.
Since co is pure, a = aœ for some real number a. From cr( F* V) — aco( V* V)
it follows directly that ( 7 , PV) = <x(7, 7 ) . Since QA/J^ is dense in Z,
it results t h a t for any^cGZ, (x, P#) = a(x, x). H x is set equal, successively, to elements of S and S J-, a contradiction is obtained with the
assumed proper nonzero character of S .
Now we show, conversely, t h a t a normalizing function of an irreducible representation is pure. Assume that the state co is a normalizing function for the irreducible representation cj> of aA on Z, and that
co =acr+/3r, where <r and r are states of zA. Define a new inner product
on *A/K^ as follows: [77, V]=a(V*U).
Clearly [ F , 7 ] can be extended, by uniform continuity as above, to an inner product on Z
(which is positive semi-definite but not necessarily positive definite).
By the Riesz representation theorem for linear functional, [U> 7 ]
has the form (B Uf V), where B is a self-ad joint bounded linear operator on Z. Now we show that B commutes with (j>(W) for every Win oA,
(B<t>(W)U, 7 ) = a(V*WU) = a((W*V)*U)

= (BU, <I>(W*)V)

= (BU, *(TF*)7) = (<t>(W)BU, 7 ) .
It is easy to verify that the range of any projection in the spectral
resolution of B is invariant under <t>(W), WÇ^A, and by the irreducibility of 0, JB =j8J. This shows that cr=/3co—that is, co is pure—and
thereby completes the proof.
4. Existence of irreducible representations. Next wè show that a
C*-algebra has a complete set of irreducible representations, or alternatively, a complete collection of pure states. This result follows from
Theorem 1 combined with a theorem of Krein, Milman, and Shmulyan [4] which asserts that a convex set, in the conjugate space of a
Banach space, which is compact in the weak (neighborhood) topology, is the weak compactification of the convex core of its extreme
points, an extreme point being one which is not an inner point of a
segment contained in the set. A pure state is clearly precisely an extreme point of the set of all states, and the proof is largely concerned
with showing that this set satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem just
quoted.
THEOREM

tions.

2. A C*-algebra has a complete set of irreducible representa-
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First we observe t h a t it is sufficient to give the proof in the case
of an algebra which contains the identity operator. For if <A does not
contain J, the algebra <zA' generated (algebraically) by I and <A is
readily seen to be a C*-algebra; it is clear that an irreducible representation of zAf induces an irreducible representation of QA. NOW set
£2 for the collection of all states of the C*-algebra oAf which is assumed to contain I. If co„ is a directed system of elements of £2 which
converges weakly to a linear function a on <A, it is clear t h a t <r(U*)
is the complex conjugate of a( U), that <r( Z7* U) *z 0, and that v(I) = 1.
Hence a is a state of <Ay and therefore £2 is complete. Also £2 is totally
bounded because for wGÖ, |«(E7)| 2 ^co(£/*£/) ^ | | U\\\ showing t h a t
£2 is contained in the (compact) unit sphere of the conjugate space
of <A. It follows that £2 is compact.
Next we show t h a t QA has a complete set of pure states. The collection II of pure states of <A is clearly the same as the collection of
extreme points of £2. If the collection were not complete, there would
exist a nonzero element C7of <^ such that «([/) = 0 for co£IL It would
then follow from the theorem of Krein, Milman, and Shmulyan, that
œ(U)=0 for all co££2. In particular, (Ux, x)—0 for every x in the
original Hubert space, which implies £7 = 0, a contradiction.
I t is trivial to conclude, utilizing Theorem 1, that <A has a complete set of irreducible representations.
5. Unitary representations of groups. In the present section the
theorem of Gelfand and Rykov, quoted in the introduction, is proved
by applying Theorem 2 to an operator algebra <A which is defined in
terms of Haar measure on the group. From representations of QA are
derived strongly continuous unitary representations of the group,
such a representation being defined in Definition 5.
D E F I N I T I O N 5. A unitary representation of a topological group G is
a mapping $ on the group to the collection of unitary operators on
a Hubert space 3C, such that <£(&&) = <ï>(a)<ï>(ô) for general elements
of the group a and b, and <E>(e) = J, where e is the group identity. Such
a representation is called strongly continuous in case <£(a)x is a continuous function on G to 3C for every fixed x£3C. It is irreducible if 3C
contains no proper closed invariant subspace other than the nullspace.
We mention t h a t the weakly closed operator algebra generated by
the faithful unitary representation of G obtained by Haar is not suitable for use as <A. While a complete set of irreducible representations
of G can be obtained from that algebra, these representations may fail
(except when G is compact) to be continuous—such failure is in evi-
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dence when G is the additive group of the reals. Actually aA is taken
to be a certain weakly dense subalgebra of the former algebra, and is
the uniform closure of an operator algebra isomorphic to the group
algebra.
COROLLARY 2.1 (Gelfand and Rykov). A locally compact group has
a complete set cj'irreducible', strongly continuous, unitary representations
on Hilbert spaces.

Let 1,2 be the Hilbert space of complex-valued functions on the
group G which are square-integrable relative to (left) Haar measure,
the inner product of the function p with the function q being defined
as
jGp{a){q{a))cda1 da referring to Haar measure. Putting L\ for the
space of complex-valued functions on G which are integrable relative
to Haar measure, we define Uf for jf£Li as the following operator
on Z 2 :
(Ufp)(b) = f

f(b)p(b-*a)db,

for PELL2. Uf is a bounded operator of bound not greater than
fG\f(a)\da, and it is straightforward to verify that (a) ([//)* = U/*,
where ƒ*(#) = 5 (a) (/(a - " 1 )) c , 8(a) being defined by the equation
da~1 = 5(a)da; (b) Uf+a = U/+ U0, (c) Ua/^aUf if a is a complex number, (d) Ufg= UfUa where f g is defined by:
(ƒ«)(«) = f

f(b)g(b-*a)db.

J G

(Compare [7]. We shall have no occasion to consider the binary
operation of ordinary, pointwise, multiplication of functions on G,
and therefore do not need to introduce any special symbols for the
operation just defined.) Calling the collection of operators of the form
U/ (with ƒ £ L i ) zAo, it follows that the uniform closure QA of QA0 is
a C*-algebra.
The proof shows incidentally t h a t for any normal representation <j>
of <zA, there is a strongly continuous representation a-+Ba of G such
that for/G-Li,
<t>(Uf) = f

f(a)Bada,

•/ G

where the integral is appropriately defined. Actually the main burden
of the proof is to show, utilizing an extension of a method in [7], t h a t
this is the case. Corollary 2.1 then follows directly from a known result in the theory of vector-valued integrals.
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Now let co be a state of oA and let <£, Z, and so on, be as in the
proof of Theorem 1. For a £ G , Ra is defined to be the operator on L2
which takes p into pai where pa(b) ~p{arlb) for pÇzJLi, and Aa is defined to be the operator on iA/R^ given by AaW — r\(RaW),
WÇ^A.
To show that this definition is unique, we first observe that i ? a ^ o C ^ o ,
because RaUf— U0i where g(b) ~f{arlb). Since Rais unitary it follows
that RaoAcyA) thus, RaW is actually an element of <zA. Secondly,
if Wi=W2 modulo ^ , then RaWi=RaW2
modulo J^. For, setting
X = Wi - W2, we have XGi£, that is, œ( VX) = 0 for all FGe/f. Clearly
œ(V(RaX)) =œ((VRa)X),
and it is easy to verify that
VRaE*A,
whence œ(V(RaX)) = 0, for FGe/f. I t follows that RaXEK> and
RaWi=RaW2
modulo^,
_
It is plain t h a t (AaW, AaW) =w(W*W) = (W, W), that is, Aa is
isometric, and therefore uniformly continuous, on <tA/K^ It follows
that A a can be (uniquely) extended to an isometric operator Ba defined on Z. I t is plain t h a t AaAa-i is the identity on <vf/^. Hence
BaBa-i is the identitv on Z, implying t h a t the range of Ba is Z, and
therefore Ba is unitary.
Now -Ba is evidently a representation of G. Next we show that this
representation is strongly continuous. For this purpose we note that
(see [8]), if ƒ G i i , the mapping a—»/,, where fa(b) = ƒ(ar l b), is continuous on G to Za. Hence the mapping a—*RaW is continuous on G
to d/f, if WÇz<A0. If PF is any element of QA we choose WnÇz<iA such
that || W „ - W | | - > 0 ; then ||2J a JF„-2? a IF||-->0 uniformly in a, showing
that the mapping is continuous for WCz*A- Now
{{Ba-

Bb)W, (Ba - Bh)W) = OKtfaWO - v{RbW)t v(RaW) - iy(U»TF))
= (,((JKa - tf6)W0, *((*« ~ Rb)W))

£\\{R.-Rh)W\\*.
Hence BaX is continuous on G to Z; and aA/J^ being dense in Z
and J3a being unitary, it follows, by another application of the principle that a uniform limit of continuous functions is continuous, that
Bax is a continuous function on G to Z for every # £ Z .
To show t h a t the group representation is irreducible when the same
is true of the representation of cA we observe that the following integral, whose integrand has its values in a Banach space T, exists in
the sense of Bochner [ l ] (as extended by Dunford and Pettis from
the case of functions on a Euclidean space relative to Lebesgue measure to the case of functions on an arbitrary decomposable measure
space) :
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y(a)f(a)da,
H

w h e r e / G i i , y(o>) is a bounded continuous function on G to T, and H
is a countable sum of compact subsets of G such that ƒ O-H \ f (a) \ da = 0.
For such an integral exists provided: (a) the norm of the integrand
is majorized by an integrable real-valued function—which is plainly
the case here ; (b) there exists a sequence of finitely-valued functions
(that is, functions whose range of values is finite and whose sets of
constancy are measurable) on G to T which converge almost everywhere (a.e.) to the integrand—which is now shown to be valid in the
present case. L e t / ^ a ) , n = 1, 2, • • • , be a sequence of finitely-valued
functions on G to the complex numbers which converge a.e. to f (a).
Let Cn, w = l, 2, • • • , be a monotone increasing sequence of compact subsets of G whose union is H. Now cover Cn by the compact
sets DnU
• • , Dnm, on each of which the oscillation of y{a) is less than
n~x (each set Dnj- being contained in Cw). Let an$ be any point of Dnjt
and define yn(a) as follows: (a) for a^DnU yn(a) =y(ani), (b) for
aEDna+^-Uk^jDnk,
yn(a) = ;y(anOH.i)); (c) yn(a)=0 if aÇ£G-Cn. It
is clear that lim yn(a)fn(a)=y(a)f(a)
a.e., and t h a t yn{a)fn(a) is
finitely-valued.
In particular, the integral exists in case either y(a)=RaW
or
y (a) = Rap, with pCzLi (see [7] for a proof that the mapping a—+pa,
where pa(b)=p(a~1b),
is continuous on G to L 2 ). Now JHRaPf(a<)da
== U/p, because for any g(EI<2
jG(Ufp)(b)(q(b))cdb

=

^^HRaPf{a)da{b^{q{b))db}

by the Fubini theorem and the fact that continuous linear operations commute with integration. If we set p = Wr, and observe that
fiiRaWrf(a)da = (fHRaWf(a)da)r,
it follows that
UfW=fHRaWf(a)da.
Since the operation X—>X is a continuous linear operation on aA to
<iA/IÇ,, 4>{Uf)W"= fHJBaWf(a)da; and it is easily shown, from the fact
that fHBaxf(a)da exists for x £ Z and is a continuous function of x,
t h a t (j>(Uf)x=fHBaxf(a)da for arbitrary x E Z . Now fHBaxf(a)da,
like
any Bochner integral, is in the span of the range of values of the integrand, t h a t is, in the span of [Bax\ a £ G ] . Hence a closed linear manifold which is invariant under the group representation is invariant
under <i>(Uf) for every/GZa» and therefore invariant under the representation of zA.
6. The completeness of irreducible representations in quantum
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theory. In this section we prove a theorem which implies that for the
computational purposes of quantum theory it is sufficient to consider
only those representations of a C*-algebra (which in quantum theory
is the algebra generated by the observables) which are irreducible. A
special case of the theorem asserts that the spectrum of a self-ad joint
operator in a C*-algebra is determined by the collection of spectra
of the operator in the irreducible representations of the algebra. In
practice only the irreducible representations are used, in general. Our
result shows that this limitation to irreducible representations is valid
for an arbitrary physical system which is describable by an algebra of
operators on a Hubert space (in the case of the Schrödinger-Heisenberg non-relativistic theory this fact had been established by special
considerations by von Neumann [5]).
In order to treat the simultaneous analysis of a commutative collection of SA operators, as well as the analysis of a single operator, we
introduce the concept of observation of an algebra.
D E F I N I T I O N 6. An observation of a C*-algebra is a state co such that
co([/F)=co(f/)co(F) for all U and V in the algebra.
To give an interesting example of an observation, let <zA be the
C*-algebra generated by a bounded SA operator T, and let a be an
arbitrary point in the spectrum of T. I t is plain from the spectral theorem t h a t every element of oA has the form ƒ(Z1), where ƒ is a complexvalued function which is defined and continuous on the spectrum of T,
and conversely, if ƒ is any such function, and if/(0) == 0, then ƒ (T) Ç^A.
Now define a linear functional co on aA as follows: œ(f(T)) —fia). It
is easy to verify t h a t o) is an observation. On the other hand, every
observation of <^is of the preceding form. This follows from a known
result about an algebra of all continuous functions on a compact
Hausdorff space, when it is observed that QA is isomorphic with the
algebra of all continuous functions on the spectrum of JH, except that
only functions vanishing at 0 are included if 0 is in the spectrum of T
(it is trivial to modify the known result so as to apply to this case
also).
This example shows that the following result is a special case of
Corollary 2.2. If a is in the spectrum of a self-adjoint element U of
a C*-algebra <A, then there exists an irreducible representation cf>
of zA and a nonzero element x of the space on which QA is represented
such that
<t>{U)x =

ax.

Thus there is in a sense always a wave function for a point in the
spectrum of £/, whether it is in the point or continuous spectrum ; this
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wave function, naturally, will usually not be in the space on which
U operates. Corollary 2.2 has the obvious partial converse, that if <j>
is a normal representation of a C*-algebra e/f, then every observation
a>' on the C*-algebra <£(fö), ® being a commutative C*-subalgebra of
o/f, defines an observation œ on <B, by the equation co( U) =a/(<£( £/))•
COROLLARY 2.2. If r is an observation of a C*-subalgebra <B of a
C*-algebra e/f, then there exists an irreducible representation <f> ofzAand
a nonzero element x of the space on which QA is represented such that for

ue®,
4>{U)x = T(U)X.
First we prove a lemma of some general interest.
LEMMA. An observation o f a C*-subalgébra of a C*-algebra is pure on
the subalgébra and coincides on the subalgébra with a pure state of the
algebra.

Let r be an observation of the C*-subalgebra B of the C*-algebra <8.
If the notation of the proof of Theorem 1 is utilized, with aA replaced
by 43, it is plain t h a t for arbitrary U and V in <B,
r(UV) = (<KUV)z, z) » (*(T0*, <KU*)z).
On the other hand, r(UV) = r ( £ / ) r ( F ) = {<j>{U)z, z)(<t>(V)zf z). Now by
Schwarz' inequality,
(«(F)*, *(#*)*) S (*(F)s, 4>(y)z)1,%{<KU*)z, <KU*W*

= (<Kv*v)z, zyi\4>{uu*)z9 *) 1/2
= |r(C/)r(F)|.

Since the equality holds for Schwarz' inequality only when the vectors involved are proportional, it follows that 4>{V)z and cj>(U*)z are
proportional. In other words, the representation space Z is one-dimensional. This implies, clearly, that <fi is irreducible. Hence, applying
Theorem 1, the normalizing function r of 0 is pure.
To prove the remainder of the lemma we show that it is sufficient
to consider the case in which I £ 4 3 . Because if 43 does not contain J,
the observation r of 43 may be extended to an observation r ' of the
C*-algebra £ ' generated by <B and l a s follows: for t/G<B, r'(al+ U)
= OÙ+T(U). (AS noted above, the algebra generated algebraically by 43
and I is a C*-algebra.) It is clear t h a t T'(VW) =T'(V)T'(W)
for V
and W in 43'. In order to complete the verification that r ' is a state
it is plainly sufficient to show t h a t r'(cdf+ U) ^ 0 if al+ U is SA and
not less than 0. Now al+ U^O implies that al+ £/ = V2 with V SA
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and in <B' and hence r'(al+ ü) = ( r ' ( F ) ) 2 è O . Assuming that the
lemma had been proved for the case 2"££$, it would follow that r '
coincides on 33' with a pure state co' oizA', where zA' is the C*-algebra
generated by oA and I. Putting yp' for a normal representation of oA'
with normalizing function co'([7) = (^'(f/)x', x'), it follows that \p' is
irreducible, and moreover the representation \[/ obtained by restricting \{/' to oA is irreducible and has the normalizing function co, where
co is obtained by restricting co' to zA. Hence co is pure. Thus r coincides
on 23 with the pure state co of oA.
Now it is assumed that I£<B. Putc^o and 230 for the collection of
SA elements of e/^and 33, respectively. We show next, by the method
of proof of the Hahn-Banach theorem, t h a t r coincides on <B0 with a
real-valued linear function %o on zAo which is non-negative on positive semi-definite elements of aA0. Let U be an arbitrary element of
<A0 which is not in <B0. P u t <P = [ Vl F & ^ o , F ^ U] and £ = [ F | FG,<vfo,
VS U\. Since - | | £/|| J ^ Ug\\ U\\I, neither <P nor £ is empty. Defining 7_==L.U.B.yG§r(T0 and 7 + = G.L.B. F e<pr(F), it is clear that
7 _ ^ 7 + . Let 7 be a number such that 7 _ ^ 7 ^ 7 + . Now we define
Xo on the space <B0+ spanned by <B0 and U as follows: for FG23 0 ,
Xo(<xU+V)= ay+r(U).
It is obvious t h a t xo is linear on <230+. To
see that xo is non-negative on positive semi-definite elements of ^B0+,
note t h a t if aU+V^O,
and if <*>0, then U^-orlV,
-a-lVÇ=&,
1
1
X o ( - ^ T O = r ( - a ~ F ) ^ 7 - ^ T = Xo(t/), and
finally, Xo(aU+V)^0;
and a similar proof is valid if U J < 0 . I t is plain that by transfinite
induction we may obtain a function xo on oAo with the stated property. I t is easy to verify t h a t oA is the (real) linear direct sum of <Ao
and ÙAQ. Hence the definition
X(U

+ W) = xo(U) + ixo(F),

U and V inc^o,

extends xo to oA. I t is plain t h a t x is a state of oA, and t h a t it coincides
on 43 with r. Thus the class II of states of zA which coincide on 23
with r is nonvacuous.
It is obvious t h a t l l is convex. To see that it is compact in the weak
neighborhood topology, observe that ir(U) is a continuous function
of T, for fixed U. I t was shown in the proof of Theorem 2 t h a t
Ö is compact. Now II is an intersection of closed subsets of £2 and
therefore is itself closed, and hence compact. I t follows, if we apply
again the theorem of Krein, Milman, and Shmulyan, that II contains
an extreme point co.
Next we show t h a t co is pure. Suppose that co =ap+Pa where p and
o* are states of oA and a and /3 are non-negative numbers. Then
o)(I) =ap(I)+f3<r(I), which implies a + j 8 = l. Now we adopt the fol-
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lowing notation for a state of 33 which is obtained from a given state
of zA by restricting its domain of definition to <B : for £ £ £2, £B denotes
the state of <B which coincides with £ on <B. I t is plain t h a t COB=#PB
+jS(Tj5. But O)B = T and is therefore pure. Hence PB = <TBZ=T. I t follows
t h a t p and <r are elements of II. On the other hand, co is an extreme
point of II, and hence the equation œ = ap +Pa implies t h a t p=a= co—
t h a t is, co is pure. The proof of the lemma is now complete.
T o conclude the proof of Corollary 2.2, let co be a pure state of
oA which coincides with r on (B, and let 0 be a normal representation of <zA with normalizing function co, and adopt the rest of the
notation of the proof of Theorem 1. I t is clear t h a t for U and F in <B,
to{{UV - a>(U)V)(UV - <a(U)V)*) = 0.
Hence UV—co(U)V

maps into zero under the natural mapping on oA

to zA/lÇ,, or

The proof is completed by observing t h a t F5^0 for some F in 43, because otherwise co(F*F) = 0 for all F i n <B, which is evidently not the
case.
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